Chemistry Periodic Trends Computer Activity Answers
periodic table trend activities - somerset.k12 - chemistry name _____ lab: periodic trends computer
activity date _____ block _____ periodic table trend activities: purpose: the periodic table is a useful tool that
helps us predict properties of various elements. in this activity, we will look at 3 properties: 1. uw
department of chemistry - depts.washington - a computer study and introduction to chemdraw (prelab)
a. a computer study - periodic trends exercise the chemistry study center computers (pcs only) have the
program “kc discoverer.” it is a dos program; the mouse will not work, so use the arrows. uw department of
chemistry - uw departments web server - lab 5: periodic trends part i: (prelab) a computer study and
introduction to chemdraw ... atomic properties and periodic trends. for this experiment, we will also consider
density, melting point, heat of fusion, polarizability, conductivity (both thermal and electrical), acid-base ... uw
department of chemistry graphing periodic trends - sciencegeek - graphing periodic trends standard:
students know how to use the periodic table to identify trends in atomic radius and ionization energy. pre-lab
discussion: the periodic table is arranged according to the periodic law. the periodic law states that when
elements are name: simulation: periodic trends background - american association of chemistry teachers
|1-246 1 ... simulation: periodic trends background in this investigation you will examine several periodic
trends, including atomic radius, ionization energy and ionic radius. you will be asked to interact with select
atoms as you ... using your computer, tablet or mobile device, navigate to the website: unit 3 notes:
periodic table notes - unit 3 notes: periodic table notes ... periodic trends: 1. atomic size - __ decreases __
from left to right across a period ... makes them good for manufacturing computer chips. structure of the
periodic table • families/groups (the terms are synonymous and will be used interchangeably) answer key
trends on the periodic table - answer key trends on the periodic table part 1: identifying chemical
properties/characteristics of the elements for each of the following elements, draw a caricature or cartoon
above the description to show its ... periodic table, identify & circle the element with the highest & lowest
ionization energy. elements of chemistry the periodic table - polyhigh - • elements of chemistry: the
periodic table video • computer with internet access • periodic table • index cards. elements of chemistry the
periodic table teacher’s guide 2 procedures 1. create a card for each of the first 18 elements of the periodic
table. include the following chemistry as fun and games - chemistry as fun and games an interactive,
creative, and fun way ... periodic trends, ionic charges and electron configurations. others areas will be
discussed as time allows, with ... chemistry football assumption: the teacher has a rudimentary knowledge of
the game of football chemistry: content knowledge study companion - the chemistry: content knowledge
test is designed to measure the knowledge and competencies necessary ... high school chemistry teachers,
teacher-educators, and higher education content specialists to keep the test ... 2. periodic trends in physical
and chemical properties of the elements a. atomic/ionic radius b. ionization energy atomic structure:
periodic table - vdoe - atomic structure: periodic table ... coded with the following periodic trends: atomic
numbers, masses (rounded), symbols, alkali metals, alkaline earth metals, transition metals, lanthanide series,
actinide series, ... the computer to find application for each. periodic trends webquest - success in
chemistry - periodic trends webquest purpose: ... of the elements. 2. you will be able to explain how the
properties of each element relate to its position on the periodic table of elements 3. you will construct 3 graphs
using excel or other program to illustrate ... using a computer. there are two things that need to be written by
hand on each of the ... periodic trends: a graphical analysis - periodic trends: a graphical analysis
elements on the periodic table are arranged in such a way that they exhibit patterns in their properties. in ...
data into your computer and create a graph on your computer (see hints below). the x-axis will be the atomic
lab 7. periodic trends: which properties of the elements ... - periodic trends. are the tendencies of
certain properties of the elements to increase or decrease as you progress along a row or a column of the
periodic table. a row in the periodic table is called a . period, and a column in the periodic table is called a .
these trends can occur in both physical and atomic . group properties of the elements. periodic trends
worksheet answers - periodic(trends(worksheet(((answer key 1.
circle)the)element)withthe)largest)atomic)radius)andput)a)square)aroundthe)element)withthe)smallest)
atomic)radius:))) cu) k) ni) br))) largest – k smallest - br) explainwhy)you)madethesechoices.) atomic radius
decreases as you go left to right across a period. potassium is in the far
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